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Abstract
We present Persistent Turing Machines (PTMs), a new way of interpreting Turing-
machine computation, one that is both interactive and persistent. We show that the
class of PTMs is isomorphic to a very general class of eective transition systems.
One may therefore conclude that the extensions to the Turing-machine model em-
bodied in PTMs are suÆcient to make Turing machines expressively equivalent to
transition systems. We also dene the persistent stream language (PSL) of a PTM
and a corresponding notion of PSL-equivalence, and consider the innite hierarchy
of successively ner equivalences for PTMs over nite interaction-stream prexes.
We show that the limit of this hierarchy is strictly coarser than PSL-equivalence,
a \gap" whose presence can be attributed to the fact that the transition systems
corresponding to PTM computations naturally exhibit unbounded nondeterminism.
We also consider amnesic PTMs and a corresponding notion of equivalence based
on amnesic stream languages (ASLs). It can be argued that amnesic stream lan-
guages are representative of the classical view of Turing-machine computation. We
show that the class of ASLs is strictly contained in the class of PSLs. Furthermore,
the hierarchy of PTM equivalence relations collapses for the subclass of amnesic
PTMs. These results indicate that, in a stream-based setting, the extension of the
Turing-machine model with persistence is a nontrivial one, and provide a formal
foundation for reasoning about programming concepts such as objects with static
attributes.
c
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1 Introduction
Several researchers have recently observed that the Turing-machine model of
computation, the focus of which is on a theory of computable functions, falls
short when it comes to modeling modern computing systems whose hallmarks
are interaction and reactivity. For example, van Leeuwen in [LW00b] states:
: : : the classical Turing paradigm may no longer be fully appropriate to
capture all features of present-day computing.
Also, Wegner[Weg98] has conjectured that interactive models of computation
are more expressive than \algorithmic" ones such as Turing machines. It
would therefore be interesting to see what extensions are necessary to Turing
machines to capture the salient aspects of interactive computing. Moreover,
it would be desirable if the alterations made to the classical model could in
some sense be kept minimal.
Motivated by these goals, we investigate a new way of interpreting Turing-
machine computation, one that is both interactive and persistent. In partic-
ular, we present persistent Turing machines (PTMs). A PTM is a nondeter-
ministic 3-tape Turing machine that upon receiving an input token from its
environment, computes for a while and then outputs the result to the envi-
ronment, and this process is repeated forever. A PTM is persistent in the
sense that a notion of \state" (work-tape contents) is maintained from one
computation to the next.
The main results we have obtained about PTMs are the following.

We formalize the notions of interaction and persistence in PTMs in terms
of the persistent stream language (PSL) of a nondeterministic 3-tape Turing
machine (N3TM) (Section 2). Given an N3TM M and work-tape contents
w, PSL(M;w) is coinductively dened to be the set of innite sequences
(interaction streams) of pairs of the form (w
i
; w
o
) such that each pair repre-
sents a computation performed by the N3TM in response to receiving input
token w
i
from the environment, producing output token w
o
. Moreover,
the contents of the work tape (initially w) are left intact from the previ-
ous computation upon commencing a new computation. Persistent stream
languages induce a natural, stream-based notion of equivalence for PTMs.

We then dene a very general kind of eective transition system called in-
teractive transition systems (ITSs), and equip ITSs with three notions of
behavioral equivalence: ITS isomorphism, interactive bisimulation and in-
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teractive stream equivalence (Section 3). We show that ITS isomorphism
renes interactive bisimulation, and interactive bisimulation renes interac-
tive stream equivalence.
Our main result concerning ITSs is that the class of ITSs is isomorphic to
the class of PTMs, thereby allowing one to view PTMs as ITSs \in disguise"
(Section 4). This addresses a question heretofore left unanswered concerning
the relative expressive power of Turing machines and transition systems.
Till now, the emphasis has been on showing that various kinds of process
algebras, with transition-system semantics, are capable of simulating Turing
machines in lock-step [Bou85,dS85,BBK87,BIM88,Dar90,Vaa93]. The other
direction|namely: What extensions are required of Turing machines so
that they can simulate transitions systems?|is answered by our result.

We also dene an innite hierarchy of successively ner equivalences for
PTMs over nite interaction-stream prexes and show that the limit of
this hierarchy does not coincide with PSL-equivalence (Section 5). The
presence of this \gap" can be attributed to the fact that the transition
systems corresponding to PTM computations naturally exhibit unbounded
nondeterminism. In contrast, it is well known that classical Turing-machine
computations are nondeterministically bounded.

Finally, we dene the amnesic stream language (ASL) of an N3TM and a
corresponding notion of amnesic PTM (Section 6). In this case, the N3TM
begins each new computation with a blank work tape. Our main result
about ASLs is that the class of ASLs is strictly contained in the class of
PSLs. Amnesic stream languages are representative of the classical view of
Turing-machine computation. One may consequently conclude that, in a
stream-based setting, the extension of the Turing-machine model with per-
sistence is a nontrivial one, and provides a formal foundation for reasoning
about programming concepts such as objects with static attributes. We
additionally show that ASL-equivalence coincides with the equivalence in-
duced by considering interaction-stream prexes of length one, the bottom
of our equivalence hierarchy; and that this hierarchy collapses in the case
of amnesic PTMs.
2 Persistent Turing Machines
In this section, we show how classical Turing machines can be reinterpreted as
interactive computing devices. We shall consider, in fact, non-deterministic
3-tape Turing machines (N3TMs), each equipped with an input, work, and
output tape. It is well known that N3TMs are equivalent to single-tape TMs.
That is, given an N3TM M accepting some language L, there exists a single-
tape TM accepting L [HU79].
The key concept we need to render Turing machines interactive is inter-
action streams: innite sequences of token pairs of the form (w
i
; w
o
). Each
such pair represents a computation performed by the N3TM, producing out-
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put tape contents w
o
, in response to w
i
being placed on its input tape by
the environment. Moreover, the N3TM is allowed to \remember" its previous
\state" (work-tape contents) upon commencing a new computation. We shall
therefore refer to such N3TMs as persistent Turing machines (PTMs) and to
the sets of interaction streams they generate as persistent stream languages.
To begin our formal treatment of PTMs, we dene a macrostep of an
N3TM as a shorthand notation for a (possibly divergent) computation of a
Turing machine. Our choice of terminology is inspired by the treatment of
Statecharts semantics in [PS91].
Denition 2.1 Let M be an N3TM having alphabet , and let w
i
, w, w
0
and w
o
be words over . We say that hw
i
; wi j=)
M
hw
0
; w
o
i (yields in one
macrostep) if M , when started in its initial control state with w
i
, w,  on
its input, work, and output tapes, respectively, has a halting computation that
produces w
i
; w
0
; w
o
as the respective contents of its input, work, and output
tapes.
Should M 's computation diverge, we write hw
i
; wi j=)
M
hs
div
; i, where
s
div
;  62 

and s
div
is a special \divergence state" such that hw
i
; s
div
i j=)
M
hs
div
; i for all inputs w
i
.
We sometimes omit the subscript M from the macrostep notation when it
is clear from the context.
We view macrosteps as transitions from one PTM \state" (encoded in
the contents of the work tape) to another, an idea that is formalized in Sec-
tion 4. Divergent computations of the underlying N3TM bring the PTM to
the \divergence state," a special absorbing state not in 

that outputs  (in
analogy with the internal  action of CCS [Mil89]) in conjunction with the
current and all subsequent inputs. Our treatment of divergence is consistent
with the failures-divergence renement model of CSP [BR85].
The contents of the input tape is not changed by a macrostep, reecting
the read-only nature of input tapes in our framework. Moreover, a macrostep
begins with a blank output tape ( is the empty word) reecting a write-only
semantics for output tapes. Note, however, that a macrostep may begin with
a non-blank work tape, in contrast to the classical setting where the work tape
is assumed to be blank at the start of computation. This convention plays an
essential role in the denition of a PTM's \persistent stream language" given
below (Denition 2.2).
To formally dene interaction streams and persistent stream languages, x
the alphabet of an N3TM to be , and let A be an enumerable set of action
tokens. S
A
, the class of streams over A, is dened as follows: S
A
= A S
A
:
4
Then the class of interaction streams is given by S




]fg
, the members of
which are pairs of the form h(w
i
; w
o
); 
0
i with (w
i
; w
o
) 2 

 (

] fg) and

0
2 S


(

]fg)
.
4
We have dened streams coinductively; see, e.g, [BM96]. This style of denition will allow
us to apply coinduction as a proof technique later in the paper.
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Denition 2.2 Given an N3TM M and some w 2 

] fs
div
g, PSL(M;w)
(the persistent stream language of M with memory w) is dened as follows:
PSL(M;w) = fh(w
i
; w
o
); 
0
i 2 S




]fg
j 9w
0
2 

] fs
div
g :
hw
i
; wij=)
M
hw
0
; w
o
i and 
0
2 PSL(M;w
0
)g
PSL(M), the persistent stream language of M , is dened as PSL(M; ).
N3TMsM
1
andM
2
are PSL-equivalent, notationM
1
=
PSL
M
2
, if PSL(M
1
) =
PSL(M
2
). We also have that PSL = fPSL(M) jM is an N3TMg.
Example 2.3 Consider the N3TM M
Latch
that outputs the rst bit of the in-
put token it received in conjunction with its previous interaction with the en-
vironment (except for the rst interaction where it outputs a 1). PSL(M
Latch
)
therefore contains interaction streams of the form
f(w
1
; 1); (w
2
; w
1
[1]); (w
3
; w
2
[1]); : : :g;
where, in general, w[i] denotes the i th bit of the string w.
For example, if the input tokens M
Latch
receives from the environment are
single bits, and the rst four of these form the bit sequence 1001, then the
corresponding interaction stream 
io
2 PSL(M
Latch
) would be of the form:

io
= f(1; 1); (0; 1); (0; 0); (1; 0); : : :g
We also consider M
0
Latch
, an unreliable version of M
Latch
. Apart from
behaving like M
Latch
, it can nondeterministically exhibit a divergent (non-
terminating) computation in conjunction with any input but the rst.
For an interaction stream  2 PSL(M
Latch
), PSL(M
0
Latch
) will contain 
as well as, for all k > 1, a k-divergent version of  where the computation
diverges at the k th macrostep. In this case, the rst k   1 pairs in  remain
the same, and the output tokens for all subsequent pairs are replaced by  . For
example, a 3-divergent version of 
io
is f(1; 1); (0; 1); (0; ); (1; ); : : :g.
One might argue that the interaction between M
Latch
and its environment
is not essential; rather its behavior could be modeled by a machine that re-
ceives its entire (innite) stream  of input tokens prior to computation and
then proceeds to output (the rst bit of each element of)  prepended with a
1. The problem with this approach is that, in general, the elements of  are
generated dynamically and therefore cannot be known in advance.
3 Interactive Transition Systems
In this section, we introduce a kind of \eective" transition system (see, for
example, [Vaa93]) that we shall refer to as \interactive transition systems."
An important result about interactive transition systems is that they are iso-
morphic to PTMs (Theorem 4.7).
Let  be a nite alphabet not containing  , the \internal action."
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Denition 3.1 An interactive transition system (ITS) is a triple hS;m; ri
where:

S  

]fs
div
g is the set of states, where s
div
62 

is a special \divergence"
state.

m  S  

 S  (

] fg) is the transition relation. We require that
m, restricted to S 

 S 

, is recursive, i.e., its interpretation as the
function m : S  

! 2
S

is recursively enumerable. Moreover, m is
such that:
- if hs; w
i
; s
div
; w
o
i 2 m, then w
o
=  , for all s,w
i
; and
- if hs
div
; w
i
; s; w
o
i 2 m, then w
o
=  and s = s
div
, for all w
i
.

r 2 S is the initial state (root).
We use  to encode the states of an ITS. This is for convenience only;
any eective encoding will do. Intuitively, a transition hs; w
i
; s
0
; w
o
i of an
ITS T means that T , while in state s and having received input string w
i
from its environment, transits to state s
0
and outputs w
o
. Moreover, such
transitions are eective. Divergent computation is modeled by a  -transition
to the absorbing state s
div
. We assume that all states in S, with the possible
exception of s
div
, are reachable from the root.
We now dene three notions of equivalence for ITSs, each of which is
successively coarser than the previous one.
Denition 3.2 Two ITSs T
1
= hS
1
; m
1
; r
1
i and T
2
= hS
2
; m
2
; r
2
i are isomor-
phic, notation T
1
=
iso
T
2
, if there exists a bijection  : S
1
! S
2
such that:
(i)  (r
1
) = r
2
(ii) 8w
i
; w
o
2 

; s; s
0
2 S : hs; w
i
; s
0
; w
o
i 2 m
1
i h (s); w
i
;  (s
0
); w
o
i 2 m
2
Denition 3.3 Let T
1
= hS
1
; m
1
; r
1
i and T
2
= hS
2
; m
2
; r
2
i be ITSs. A rela-
tion R  S
1
 S
2
is a (strong) interactive bisimulation between T
1
and T
2
if
it satises:
(i) r
1
Rr
2
(ii) if sRt and hs; w
i
; s
0
; w
o
i 2 m
1
, then there exists t
0
2 S
2
with
ht; w
i
; t
0
; w
o
i 2 m
2
and s
0
Rt
0
;
(iii) if sRt and ht; w
i
; t
0
; w
o
i 2 m
2
, then there exists s
0
2 S
1
with
hs; w
i
; s
0
; w
o
i 2 m
1
and s
0
Rt
0
.
T
1
and T
2
are interactively bisimilar, notation T
1
 T
2
, if there exists an
interactive bisimulation between them.
Note that our denition of interactive bisimilarity is such that if sRt, then
s is divergent (has a  -transition to s
div
) if and only if t is divergent.
Denition 3.4 Given an ITS T = hS;m; ri and a state s 2 S, ISL(T (s))
(the interactive stream language of T in state s) is dened as follows:
ISL(T (s)) = fh(w
i
; w
o
); 
0
i 2 S




]fg
j 9s
0
2 S : hs; w
i
; s
0
; w
o
i 2 m ^
6
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
0
2 ISL(T (s
0
))g
ISL(T ), the interactive stream language of T , is dened as ISL(T (r)). Two
ITSs T
1
and T
2
are interactive stream equivalent, notation T
1
 T
2
, if
ISL(T
1
) = ISL(T
2
).
It is straightforward to show that =
iso
, , and  are equivalence relations.
Proposition 3.5 =
iso
  and   .
Proof. The proof that ITS isomorphism (strictly) renes interactive bisimi-
larity is straightforward. The proof that interactive bisimilarity renes inter-
active stream equivalence is by coinduction on the structure of the interaction
streams in ISL(T
1
).
To show that interactive bisimilarity strictly renes interactive stream
equivalence, consider the following pair of ITSs over alphabet  = f0; 1g:
T
1
= hfr
1
; s
1
; t
1
g; ; m
1
; r
1
i and T
2
= hfr
2
; s
2
g; m
2
; r
2
i, where
m
1
= fhr
1
; 0; s
1
; 1i; hr
1
; 0; t
1
; 1i; hs
1
; 0; r
1
; 1i; ht
1
; 1; r
1
; 0ig and
m
2
= fhr
2
; 0; s
2
; 1i; hs
2
; 0; r
2
; 1i; hs
2
; 1; r
2
; 0ig:
It is easy to see that T
1
 T
2
but T
1
6 T
2
. 2
4 Isomorphism of ITS and PTM
In this section, we show that the class of PTMs and the class of ITSs are
isomorphic. For this purpose, we assume a xed alphabet , denote the class
of PTMs with alphabet  by M, and denote the class of ITSs with alphabet
 by T .
We begin by dening the \reachable memories" of a PTM. Recalling (De-
nition 3.1) that the states of an ITS are assumed to be reachable from the ITS's
root, reachable memories provide us with an analogous concept for PTMs.
Denition 4.1 Let M 2 M be a PTM with alphabet . Then reach(M), the
reachable memories of M , is dened as:
reach(M)= fw 2 

] fs
div
g j
9k  0; 9w
1
i
; : : : ; w
k
i
; w
1
o
; : : : ; w
k
o
; s
1
; : : : ; s
k
2 

] fs
div
g :
hw
1
i
; ij=)
M
hs
1
; w
1
o
i; hw
2
i
; s
1
ij=)
M
hs
2
; w
2
o
i;
: : : ; hw
k
i
; s
k 1
ij=)
M
hs
k
; w
k
o
i and w = s
k
g
As noted above, we will show that M and T are isomorphic, preserving
natural equivalence relations. For T , the relation in question is ITS isomor-
phism (Denition 3.2), and for M it will be macrostep equivalence, which we
now dene.
Denition 4.2 Two PTMs M
1
;M
2
are macrostep equivalent, notation
M
1
=
ms
M
2
, if there exists a bijection : reach(M
1
)! reach(M
2
) such that:
(i) () = 
7
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(ii) 8w
i
; w
o
2 

; s; s
0
2 reach(M
1
) :
hw
i
; s; ij=)
M
1
hw
i
; s
0
; w
o
i i hw
i
; (s)ij=)
M
2
h(s
0
); w
o
i
The mapping  : M ! T is given by (M) = hreach(M); m; i, where
hs; w
i
; s
0
; w
o
i 2 m i hw
i
; sij=)
M
hs
0
; w
o
i. Note that (M) is indeed an ITS,
as reach(M) is enumerable, m is eective, and the set of states of (M) is
reachable from its root. By denition,  is a transition-preserving isomorphism
from the reachable memories of M to the states of T .
Example 4.3 The ITSs of Figure 1 depict the image, under , of the PTMs
M
Latch
and M
0
Latch
of Example 2.3. Transitions such as (1; 0) represent the
innite family of transitions where, upon receiving a bit string starting with 1
as input, the ITS outputs a 0.
#
0
1(1*, 1)
(0*, 1)
(1*, 0)
(0*, 0)
(1*, 1)
(0*, 1)
sdiv#
0
1(1*, 1)
(0*, 1)
(1*, 0)
(0*, 0)
(1*, 1)
(0*, 1)
(1*, τ)
(0*, τ)
(1*, τ)
(0*, τ)
(1*, τ)
(0*, τ)
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. (a) (M
Latch
) and (b) (M
0
Latch
)
It is easy to see that persistent stream languages are preserved by .
Proposition 4.4 For all M;M
0
2 M, PSL(M) = ISL((M)) and
M =
PSL
M
0
i (M)  (M
0
).
The proof uses coinduction to establish a stronger result, namely, if  2
PSL(M;w), for any reachable memory w 2 

] fs
div
g of M , then  2
ISL(T (w)).
Proof. We prove only one direction, namely that PSL(M)  ISL((M));
the other direction is analogous. Let w 2 

] fs
div
g be a reachable memory
of M and  a stream in PSL(M;w). According to Denition 2.2, there exists
w
0
2 

] fs
div
g such that  = h(w
i
; w
o
); 
0
i where hw
i
; wij=)
M
hw
0
; w
o
i and

0
2 PSL(M;w
0
).
Let T = (M); by denition, w is a state of T . Since w
0
is also reach-
able memory of M , it is also a state of T . We prove coinductively that
 2 ISL(T (w)). By denition of , hw;w
i
; w
0
; w
o
i is a transition of T . By
coinduction, we have that 
0
2 ISL(T (w
0
)). Therefore, by Denition 3.4,
 2 ISL(T (w)). Since w was arbitrary, let w = . It follows that for all
 2 PSL(M), it is the case that  2 ISL(T ). 2
8
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The following proposition shows that  maps equivalent PTMs to equiva-
lent ITSs.
Proposition 4.5 For all M
1
;M
2
2 M;M
1
=
ms
M
2
i (M
1
)=
iso
(M
2
).
Proof. Set  in the denition of =
iso
(Denition 3.2) to the  in the denition
of =
ms
(Denition 4.2), for the )-direction of the proof, and vice versa for
the (-direction of the proof. 2
The following proposition shows that  is surjective.
Proposition 4.6 For all T 2 T , there exists M 2 M such that T = (M).
Proof. Let T = hS;m; i. To prove the result, we exhibit a bijective mapping
! : S ! 

]fs
div
g and a PTMM 2 M such that that !(r) = , !(s
div
) = s
div
and
hs; w
i
; s
0
; w
o
i 2 m i hw
i
; !(s)i j=)
M
h!(s
0
); w
o
i
where w
o
2 

] fg. Let T
0
= hS
0
;; m
0
; i, where
S
0
= f!(s) j s 2 Sg;m
0
= fh!(s); w
i
; !(s
0
); w
o
i j hs; w
i
; s
0
; w
o
i 2 mg
Clearly, (M) = T . Also, T
0
=
iso
T , where ! is the desired mapping. 2
The main result of this section, which essentially allows one to view persis-
tent Turing machines and interactive transition systems as one and the same,
now follows.
Theorem 4.7 The structures hM; =
ms
i and hT ; =
iso
i are isomorphic.
Proof. It follows from Propositions 4.5 and 4.6 that  is a structure-preserving
bijection. 2
5 Equivalence Hierarchy
All stream-based notions of equivalence presented so far for PTMs are relative
to innite streams. In this section, we dene equivalences over nite stream
prexes, to obtain an innite hierarchy of equivalence relations for PTMs.
We show that there is a gap between the limit of the hierarchy and PSL
equivalence. When proving the existence of this gap, we also demonstrate
that PTM computations exhibit unbounded nondeterminism.
We rst dene the family of stream prex operators, pref
k
.
Denition 5.1 Let S
A
be the set of streams over some set A of tokens and
let  2 S
A
. Then  = ha; 
0
i for some a 2 A; 
0
2 S
A
. For all k  1, pref
k
()
is dened inductively as follows:
pref
k
() =
8
<
:
ha; i if k = 1
ha; pref
k 1
(
0
)i otherwise
9
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We next dene the k-prex language of a PTM M , the set of prexes of
length  k of the interaction streams in PSL(M). PTMs with the same
k-prex language are called k-equivalent.
Denition 5.2 For any k  1 and any PTM M , the k-prex language of M
is given by L
k
(M) = [
ik
fpref
i
() j  2 PSL(M)g. Moreover, the pair of
PTMs M
1
;M
2
are k-equivalent, notation M
1
=
k
M
2
, if L
k
(M
1
) = L
k
(M
2
).
Proposition 5.3 For any k  1, (k+1)-equivalence strictly renes k-equiva-
lence, i.e., =
k+1
 =
k
.
Proof. That (k + 1)-equivalence renes k-equivalence follows from Deni-
tion 5.2. To prove that the renement is strict, consider the sequence of PTMs
M
Ct
1
;M
Ct
2
; : : :, where, for any k, M
Ct
k
is the PTM with binary outputs that
ignores its inputs, outputting k 1's and thereafter outputting 0's only.
Essentially, these PTMs are counters, counting o k inputs. It can be
shown that for all k  1, L
k
(M
Ct
k
) = L
k
(M
Ct
k+1
), but L
k+1
(M
Ct
k
) 6=
L
k+1
(M
Ct
k+1
). This is accomplished by observing that the stream behav-
ior of M
Ct
k
and M
Ct
k+1
is identical up to and including stream prexes of
length k, but < (1; 1); (1; 1); : : : ; (1; 1); (0; 0) >2 L
k+1
(M
Ct
k
) L
k+1
(M
Ct
k+1
).
2
Proposition 5.3 establishes an innite hierarchy of stream-based equiva-
lence relations for PTMs, the limit point of which is 1-equivalence.
Denition 5.4 PTMs M
1
and M
2
are called 1-equivalent, notation
M
1
=
1
M
2
, if L
1
(M
1
) = L
1
(M
2
), where L
1
(M) = [
k1
L
k
(M).
Clearly, =
1
renes =
k
, for all k. But how do =
1
and =
1
(the end
points of the hierarchy) relate to the stream-based equivalences we dened
earlier in Section 2? We consider this question in Propositions 5.5 and 6.4.
Proposition 5.5 PSL-equivalence strictly renes 1-equivalence, i.e.,
=
PSL
 =
1
.
Proof. That PSL-equivalence renes 1-equivalence follows from the deni-
tions. To prove that the renement is strict, we dene PTMs M
1

and M
1

0
,
which ignore their inputs, and output a zero or a one with each macrostep.
PTM M
1

has a persistent bit b and a persistent string n representing some
natural number in unary notation, both of which are initialized at the begin-
ning of the rst macrostep. In particular b is nondeterministically set to 0 or
1, and n is initialized to some number of 1's using the following loop:
while true do
write a 1 on the work tape and move head to the right;
nondeterministically choose to exit the loop or continue
od
M
1

's output at every macrostep is determined as follows:
if b = 1
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then output 1;
else if n > 0
then decrement n by 1 and output 1;
else output 0
PTM M
1

0
behaves the same as M
1

except that b is always initialized to 0.
Now note that the L
1
-languages of these PTMs is the same, consisting of all
nite sequences of pairs of the form:
f(in
1
; out
1
); : : : ; (in
k
; out
k
)g,
where the in
j
2 

are input tokens and out
j
is 1 for the rst j pairs in the
sequence (for some j  k) and 0 for the rest (if any). However, PSL(M
1

) 6=
PSL(M
1

0
); in particular, the stream f(1; 1); (1; 1); :::g 2 PSL(M
1

) 
PSL(M
1

0
). 2
The ITS corresponding to M
1

0
, i.e., (M
1

0
), is depicted in Figure 2 and
demonstrates that PTMs are capable of exhibiting unbounded nondeterminism
in a natural way. Though the number of 1's at the beginning of each interaction
stream is always nite, it is unbounded. The ITS for M
1

is similar.
b = 0
n = 0
ε
b = 0
n = 2
b = 0
n = 1
b = 0
n = 3 ...
(Σ*,1)
(Σ*,1) (Σ*,1)
(Σ*,1) (Σ*,1) (Σ*,1) (Σ*,1)
(Σ*,1) (Σ*,1)(Σ*,0)
Fig. 2. The ITS corresponding to the PTM M
1

0
.
6 Amnesic Stream Computation
In this section, we present the notion of amnesic stream computation, where
the contents of the persistent work tape is erased (or simply ignored) at each
macrostep. We show that amnesic stream languages (ASLs) constitute a
proper subset of PSLs, and that ASL equivalence coincides with the bottom
of the innite equivalence hierarchy presented in Section 5.
The amnesic stream language for an N3TM is dened similarly to the
NT3M's persistent stream language (Denition 2.2). However, each compu-
tation of the N3TM begins with a blank work tape; i.e., the N3TM \forgets"
the state it was in when the previous computation ended. As before, x the
alphabet of an N3TM to be .
Denition 6.1 Given an N3TM M , ASL(M) (the amnesic stream language
of M) is dened as follows:
11
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ASL(M) = fh(w
i
; w
o
); 
0
i 2 S




]fg
j 9w
0
2 

: hw
i
; i j=)
M
hw
0
; w
o
i^

0
2 ASL(M)g.
N3TMsM
1
andM
2
are ASL-equivalent, notationM
1
=
ASL
M
2
, if ASL(M
1
) =
ASL(M
2
). We also have that ASL = fASL(M) jM is an N3TMg.
Example 6.2 The interaction streams in ASL(M
Latch
) (Example 2.3) are of
the form f(w
1
; 1); (w
2
; 1); : : :g.
It is also possible to dene amnesic stream languages for ITSs, and a PTM's
amnesic stream language would be preserved by the mapping  dened in
Section 4. The interaction streams contained in the amnesic stream language
of an ITS T would be constructed by always returning to T 's initial state
before moving on to the next input-output token pair in the stream. Although
amnesia makes sense for Turing machines|in the classical, non-interactive
setting, every Turing-machine computation commences with a blank work
tape|its applicability to transition systems is questionable.
The following proposition is used in the proofs of Propositions 6.4 and 6.5.
Proposition 6.3 Given an N3TM M , let L(M) be dened as follows:
f(w
i
; w
o
) 2 

 

] fg j 9w
0
2 

: hw
i
; ij=)
M
hw
0
; w
o
ig
Then, ASL(M) = S
L(M)
, the set of all streams over L(M).
Proposition 6.4 =
ASL
= =
1
Proposition 6.5 ASL  PSL
Proof. To prove ASL  PSL, it suÆces to show that, given an N3TM
M , we can construct an N3TM M
0
such that PSL(M
0
) = ASL(M). The
construction is as follows:
M
0
always starts its computation by erasing the contents of its work tape
and moving the work-tape head back to beginning of tape; it then proceeds
just like M .
From Denitions 2.2 and 6.1, it follows that PSL(M
0
) = ASL(M).
To prove that the inclusion ofASL in PSL is strict, we refer toM
Latch
and

io
2 PSL(M
Latch
) dened in Example 2.3 to show that there does not exist
an N3TM M such that ASL(M) = PSL(M
Latch
). Assume such an N3TM M
exists; then, 
io
2 ASL(M). Therefore, by Proposition 6.3, (0; 0), the third
element of 
io
, is in L(M). This in turn implies that there are interaction
streams in ASL(M) starting with (0; 0). But no stream in PSL(M
Latch
) can
start with (0; 0), leading to a contradiction. Therefore, no such M exists. 2
We say that a PTM M is amnesic if PSL(M) 2 ASL.
Example 6.6 M
Latch
is not amnesic. Neither are the M
Ct
PTMs dened in
the proof of Proposition 5.3. Even though they ignore their input values, these
PTMs remember the number of inputs they have consumed, and are therefore
not amnesic.
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On the other hand, some recently proposed extensions of Turing-machine
computation to the stream setting do not capture persistence. For example,
the squaring machine of [PR98, Figure 1], which repeatedly accepts an integer
n from its environment and outputs n
2
, is clearly amnesic.
Most of the results obtained in this paper rely on the persistence of PTMs;
that is, they do not hold if we restrict our attention to amnesic PTMs. For
example, the whole equivalence hierarchy collapses in this case.
Proposition 6.7 For any pair of amnesic PTMs M
1
and M
2
, M
1
=
ASL
M
2
i M
1
=
PSL
M
2
.
7 Related Work
The notions of persistency and interaction embodied in PTMs and ITSs can be
found in one form or another in various models of reactive computation includ-
ing dataow and related areas [KM77,PS88,RT90,PSS90,KP93,BE94], process
calculi [Mil89,MPW92], synchronous languages [Har87,BG92], nite/push-
down automata over innite words [EHRS00,BCMS01], interaction games
[Abr00], reactive modules [AH99], and I/O automata[Lyn96]. The main dif-
ference between these approaches and our own is that our focus is on the
relationship between Turing machines and transition systems, and on the ef-
fects of unbounded nondeterminism on the equivalence hierarchy for PTMs.
The other approaches tend to emphasize issues such as correctness and pro-
gramming, and the computability of a transition step is often left implicit.
Moreover, these models of computation are typically purely functional in na-
ture, and, therefore, the notion of persistency or \state" present in PTMs is
absent.
Persistency, however, can be captured in dataow models by \feedback
loops" and in process calculi by explicitly modeling the data store. For ex-
ample, PTM M
Latch
of Example 2.3 can be modeled in a dataow setting by
the stream transformer f(s) = (1; s), which can be evaluated lazily/on-the-y.
M
Latch
is a simple example of a PTM: its history dependence only goes back
one interaction in time and PTMs are in general capable of expressing his-
tory dependence of an unbounded nature. It would therefore be interesting to
determine whether stream transformers can encode the behavior of all PTMs.
Persistent Turing machines formalize the notion of Sequential Interaction
Machines introduced in earlier papers by the rst and third authors, includ-
ing [Weg98,GST00]. A major emphasis of this body of work is to show how
such a computational framework can be used as a basis for modeling various
forms of interactive computing, such as object-oriented, agent-based, and dy-
namical systems. PTMs also formalize the notion of embedded components,
according to the criteria presented in [LW00a].
An alternative approach to extending the Turing-machine model to inter-
active computation is captured by the Interactive Turing Machines with Ad-
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vice (ITMAs) of [LW00b]. Like PTMs, ITMAs are persistent, interactive, and
stream-based. Additionally, they incorporate several features aimed at cap-
turing \practical" computing devices, including multiple input/output ports
and advice, a kind of oracle modeling hardware and software upgrades. In
contrast, PTMs, which have single input and output tapes and do not ap-
peal to oracles, represent a minimal extension to the classical Turing-machine
model (persistence of the work tape) needed to attain transition-system ex-
pressiveness.
8 Conclusions
We have presented Persistent Turing Machines (PTMs), a stream-based ex-
tension of the Turing-machine model with appropriate notions of interaction
and persistency. A number of expressiveness results concerning PTMs have
been presented, including the expressive equivalence of PTMs and interac-
tive transition systems; the strict inclusion of the set ASL of amnesic stream
languages in the set PSL of persistent stream languages (showing that \per-
sistence pays"); the \gap" between the limit of the equivalence hierarchy based
on nite interaction-stream prexes and PSL-equivalence; and the collapse of
the equivalence hierarchy in the case of amnesic PTMs.
Our results are summarized in Figure 3.
=ASL
≈ ∼
=ms
=iso
(defn. 6.1)
(defn. 2.2) (defn. 4.2)
(defn. 3.2)(defn. 3.3)(defn. 3.4)
⊃
⊃ ⊃
PTMs
ITSs
prop. 3.5 prop. 3.5
prop.5.3
(thm. 4.7)(prop. 4.4)
ASL PSL⊂
Prop. 6.5
(defn. 6.1) (defn. 2.2)
=PSL=
(defn. 5.4)
=2
(defn. 5.2)
=1
(defn. 5.2) ⊃
prop. 5.3
⊃
prop. 5.5
⊃
prop. 5.3
...
=  (prop. 6.4)
∞
Fig. 3. Summary of results.
It should be noted that, by virtue of our isomorphism result, every equivalence
dened for PTMs can be carried over to ITSs, and vice versa. For example,
a relation can be dened for PTMs that is analogous to ITS bisimulation;
by contrast, bisimulation makes no sense in the traditional Turing-machine
context. On the other hand, the transition-system analog of ASL equivalence
makes little sense, even though it is natural in the traditional (i.e., non-stream-
based) Turing-machine world.
As ongoing work, we are developing a model of PTM computation where
PTMs execute concurrently and communicate with each other through their
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input and output tapes. We conjecture that concurrent PTMs are more ex-
pressive than sequential ones in terms of the stream languages they produce.
We are also interested in developing a \weak" theory of persistent stream
languages and interactive bisimulation in which divergent computation ( -
transitions) is abstracted away.
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